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About Grant Thornton

Thriving since 1924, our U.S. firm is people-focused and
purpose-driven. We believe business should be more
personal and that the strongest results start with trust.
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Our Oracle Practice

About Me
• Implementing Oracle Payroll for over 24 years
• Implemented the third US Payroll site to go live in 1997
• Implementing Oracle Cloud Payroll since 2015
• Frequent OHUG, OAUG and OpenWorld presenter, mostly on fast
formula solutions

Planning the interface
from Payroll to Finance

Planning the interface from Payroll to Finance
• Too often these two modules are implemented separately
– Modules are implemented in silos
– Need representatives from both teams for each implementation

• Cloud HCM available before Cloud Finance
– Missing HR objects needed for Finance reporting

• Many shared attributes between the modules
– Locations
– Legal Entities
– Organizations/Departments

Understanding the Chart
of Accounts

Understanding the Chart of Accounts
• Breakdown of Segments of Accounting Key Flexfield
– Legal Entity/Division
• Used to report performance

– Department/Cost Center
• Main area of financial responsibility
• Describes where an employee resides
• One-to-one relationship to HR department

– Accounts/Subaccounts
• Generally describes what an employee is doing
• Most of strategic planning is done here

Identify Key
Performance Indicators
of Labor Reporting

Identify Key Performance Indicators of Labor
Reporting
• Common KPIs in Labor Reporting
– Overtime – Work that is in addition to regular schedule plan
– Absences – Unproductive time paid
– Production – Line up labor reporting structure to production data
– Idle Time – Available to work, but no work available
– Bonuses – Reward desired behavior

Mapping the Chart of
Accounts to the
attributes of Oracle
HCM/Payroll

Mapping the Chart of Accounts to the attributes
of Oracle HCM/Payroll
• Other legacy systems map attributes at the employee level
– Accurate reporting rely on the payroll clerk selecting the right codes
– Employee transfers and promotions require updates to employee costing

• Oracle takes a different approach
– GL segments are assigned to HR attributes and pay elements
– Employees inherit the GL codes based on their attributes
– Updates to an employee’s HR record automatically updates the GL codes

• Journal entry is built using a costing Hierarchy

Segmenting the
Workforce

Segmenting the Workforce
• If multiple accounts are needed for a single pay element, consider using the
People Group
–
–
–
–

Professional vs. Clerical
Maintenance vs. Production
Executive
Consider using audit reports to insure everyone has a People Group

Best Practices when
costing Oracle Cloud
Payroll

Best Practices when costing Oracle Cloud
Payroll
• Utilize the costing hierarchy as much as possible
– GL Cost Centers assigned at the Department level
– Use a backstop or suspense account at the payroll level
– Only cost at a person or assignment level for exceptions

• Finance accounting rules are not enforced until journal is imported
– Costing is generated during payroll calculation
– Retro costing and its drawbacks
– Hard errors vs. warning and suspense

• Costing payroll level elements by assignment attributes
– Employer level taxes and benefits down to the cost center
– Oracle configuration options vs. using information elements
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